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Foxtale are an international ensemble who come together to create ‘lively pieces of theatre’. 

It can’t be easy to work in a group without a singular mother tongue. Cultural identity, 

colloquialism and personal language are such integral parts of who we are that when you are 

starting from different groundings it can be difficult to find your groups ‘language’… but not 

here.  

 

What Foxtale do beautifully is find a common language in their bodies. They create a 

conversation through games and physical theatre and establish a series of set motifs that 

represent moments from a funeral and the emotional connections that come from those 

moments. Who is Mr. Jordan? I don’t know, and this is after seeing the play. But I don’t think 

the point is to know who he is. He is not the focus. The women remembering are.  

 

As you enter the space you are offered Strawberries (of which I wouldn’t partake if you are 

planning on seeing the rest of the show). Then there is this wonderful, kinetic energy that fills 

the stage as the performers dress up in various costumes and accessories before taking them 

off and changing into something new. As they line up to receive their stereotypical ‘black 

dress’ for the funeral we get our first proper look at the ensemble.  

 

The diversity in physicality in this group is lovely. They range from the 5 foot nothing 

firecracker who’s energy can propel the audience up even in a warm room on a Bank Holiday 

to the Amazon who looms over proceedings and uses her height to her advantage. What is 

nice is that every performer uses her body in an appropriate way. That isn’t to say that it’s 

boring, simple or safe; far from it. What I’m trying to say is that every performer seemed in 

tune with what their body wanted to do and used it to their advantage. A natural physicality in 

an unnatural context.  

 

Where the piece is let down for me is the story itself. I don’t think there is a specific story, 

and memory is a very fluid thing, but I would have liked to have felt more connected to 

moments so that I could understand where these women stood in terms of our eponymous 

title character. Not so I could learn more about him, but so I could learn more about them. 

 

Overall, this beautifully messy piece of theatre isn’t trying to be understood as much as it is 

trying to be enjoyed. And enjoyable it is too. The performers obviously love what they do and 

that is very important, but we also like watching a show that has its heart in the right place, 

even if its strawberries aren’t.  


